
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Date: 20090119
Docket: S054796

Registry: Vancouver

Between: 

Punto e Pasta Manufacturing Inc. and Orlando Papa 

Plaintiffs

And 

Henderson Development (Canada) Ltd. 

Defendant

 
Before: The Honourable Mr. Justice Slade 

Reasons for Judgment 

I.          INTRODUCTION 

[1]                Henderson Development (Canada) Ltd. developed, owns, and operates a mixed residential and 
retail complex called International Village.  The commercial retail component offers approximately 200,000 
square feet of rental space for the operation of businesses offering entertainment, clothing, food, and food 
services.  The owners of Henderson are based in Hong Kong. 

[2]                International Village is located in Vancouver.  Its footprint takes in the better part of a city block.  
The shopping centre component stands three stories tall.  The main entrance is located at the intersection 
of Abbott and Keefer Streets, a part of Vancouver known for poverty and all associated social ills.   

[3]                Mr. Papa, when in his twenties, immigrated to Canada from his native Italy.  He, his spouse, and 
their four adult children function as would a traditional family, in that they all share a large residence, and 
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participate in Mr. Papa’s business.  

[4]                Mr. Papa had, when he and Henderson became acquainted, operated a food catering business for 
many years.  He also operated a small restaurant offering freshly prepared pasta dishes.  This was located 
on Commercial Drive, a part of Vancouver favoured with a large Italian community.  

[5]                Punto e Pasta Manufacturing Inc. entered a Lease of commercial retail premises at the 
International Village.  The premises was comprised of two commercial retail units (CRUs), for a total area 
of approximately 1,700 square feet.  The Lease was executed on February 25, 2000, and the business of 
the sale of prepared pasta dishes commenced in May 2000.  

[6]                Neither International Village, nor Punto e Pasta, performed to their respective owner’s 
expectations.  Tension developed between the parties, and Punto e Pasta vacated the premises in 
November 2000.  

[7]                Mr. Papa says that before he entered the Lease, Henderson misrepresented both the identity and 
the nature of the commitments of some of the existing and prospective tenants of the International Village.  
He says that these representations were, at worst, fraudulent, and, at best, negligent.  He also claims that 
Henderson published a defamatory statement going to his competence as a businessman.  He claims 
damages. 

[8]                Henderson counterclaims based on non-payment of rent.  This claim extends to Mr. Papa as 
guarantor of Punto e Pasta’s obligations under the Lease.  

II.         THE EVIDENCE  

A.        International Village 

[9]                International Village is situated on ten of the twenty acres of land purchased by Henderson in 
1989.  In consultation with City of Vancouver staff, Henderson developed a master plan that provided for a 
shopping centre, six high-rise residential buildings, and some low rise residences framing the streets.  The 
remaining ten acres was dedicated to the City as parkland.   

[10]            The term “International Village” describes the entire project.  The name was conceived to reflect 
the multicultural nature of the city.   

[11]            The project site was rezoned to permit the development of the shopping centre in December 1996.  
The development permit, and building permit, followed.  Henderson hired a director of marketing, Mr. 
Flanigan, immediately after the rezoning. 

[12]            The projected construction time was between twenty-eight and thirty months.  The shopping centre 
received an occupancy permit in December 1999.   

[13]            At the time the shopping centre was conceived, the “buzzword” in the industry was “entertainment-
retail”.  

[14]            The key elements for the shopping centre were these: 

1.         a cinema – this would be an anchor tenant, and serve as a traffic generator; 

2.         food services, including a “food market” where a wide variety of produce, fish, meat, 
and other foodstuffs would be sold.  There would be restaurants ranging from fast 
food to fine dining.  The food market was considered a traffic generator;  

3.         a fashion boulevard, made up of retailers offering fashionable brand-name clothing.  
A “Benetton” store would anchor the fashion boulevard.  

[15]            These three elements were to comprise the major drawing cards for the entertainment and retail 
centre.  The third floor would, and ultimately did, house the movie theatres.  People attending the centre to 
take in a movie would be exposed to the varied attractions of the ground floor, and the colour and diversity 
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of the fashion boulevard on the second floor.  

[16]            Henderson considered the ground floor food market, generally referred to as the “food market”, to 
be an attraction in its own right.  

[17]            The most prominent feature of the fashion boulevard would be the store that Henderson 
anticipated would operate under the name “Benetton Sport Systems”.  Benetton is an Italian manufacturer 
and retailer of fashionable clothing.  This store would feature the sports-oriented clothing of Benetton and 
other high-style clothing firms.  The store would cover around 15,000 square feet, and would feature a 
roller-blading rink and rock climbing wall.   

[18]            Henderson hired an experienced leasing manager, Mr. Flanigan.  His efforts to secure tenants for 
the shopping centre commenced immediately after the rezoning.  Henderson’s president, Mr. Allen Lai, 
also participated in seeking tenants for the food market.  Representatives of Henderson approached all of 
the tenants at other food market venues in the area, including Granville Island, Lonsdale Quay, New 
Westminster Quay, and some in the Chinatown area.  Favourable terms were offered to attract tenants to 
International Village.  

[19]            The food market area, as constructed, included all necessary amenities for that purpose.  The 
twenty-three defined CRU spaces, comprising approximately 12,000 square feet in area, are arrayed along 
the main thoroughfare at the ground floor level.  The main floor plan includes two areas for large 
restaurants, comprising, in total, approximately 13,000 square feet.  The remaining space, lying to the north 
of the food market stalls, comprises approximately one-half of the main floor, and is dedicated to 
commercial retail use.   

[20]            The leasable area of the shopping centre is approximately 200,000 square feet.  

[21]            Mr. Lai testified that Henderson’s leasing committee met monthly to discuss the progress of the 
lease up of the shopping centre.  The leasing committee included Mr. Lai, Mr. Flanigan, and Peter Wong, 
who was responsible for construction of the centre.  Each month, Mr. Flanigan prepared a schedule 
identifying executed leases, leases in negotiation, and the remaining available space.  

[22]            The shopping centre opened for business in December 1999.  As of January 25, 2000, Mr. 
Flanigan’s internal report on the status of leasing indicated that approximately 128,000 square feet, 
approximately 63% of the centre, had been leased.  The three tenants who took the largest spaces were 
described in his report as:  

1.         Cinemark Canada Inc. – 58,954 square feet;  

2.         Benetton Sport Systems – 14,755 square feet; and  

3.         City Lite Brewing Company Inc. – 7,646 square feet. 

[23]            The summary lists “pending leases” as taking in 33,283 square feet, which represented 
approximately 16% of the leasable space in the centre.  One pending lease was identified as a liquor store, 
at 3,535 square feet.  

[24]            Three prospective tenants for the food market, for a total of approximately 4,000 square feet, are 
listed as “pending”.  

B.        The Punto e Pasta Lease 

[25]            Punto e Pasta executed an Offer to Lease on September 22, 1999.  Henderson accepted the offer 
on September 29, 1999.  Henderson’s obligation remained subject to Punto e Pasta satisfying a financial 
condition.  Sometime after the Offer to Lease was executed, Henderson demanded a personal guarantee 
from Mr. Papa.  On February 21, 2000, Mr. Papa, after receiving certain assurances from Mr. Flanigan, 
agreed to provide a personal guarantee.    

[26]            Mr. Papa and his son, Adriano, first met Mr. Flanigan in July 1999.  They had previously seen 
advertisements and promotional material for the shopping centre.  
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[27]            Mr. Flanigan reviewed the floor plans with Mr. Papa.  He spoke of Benetton as a tenant of the 
fashion boulevard.  In his evidence at trial, Mr. Flanigan said that he generally referred to this tenant by the 
name “Benetton”.  He said that the identity of this tenant was of interest to Mr. Papa.   

[28]            It is common ground between Mr. Papa and Mr. Flanigan that they discussed the expected tenancy 
of the City Lite Brew Pub, and a liquor store.  These amenities, Mr. Papa believed, would ensure a high 
volume of foot traffic in areas close to the store that he was considering.  

[29]            Mr. Flanigan described Henderson’s intentions with respect to the food market.  He acknowledged 
Mr. Papa’s interest.  Mr. Papa considered the food market important to his business as it would give him 
ready access to supplies.  

[30]            In September 1999, Mr. Papa toured the centre with Ms. Cony Chan, Mr. Flanigan’s assistant.  He 
testified that he was shown the location for Benetton, and for the brew pub.  

[31]            Mr. Papa said that he asked how much of the mall was leased before he signed Henderson’s form 
of Offer to Lease.  He said that Mr. Flanigan told him 65-70%.  Mr. Papa thought he was referring to units, 
not square feet.  

[32]            After the Offer to Lease was accepted, Mr. Papa hired a designer to work with him on the design of 
his store, and made commitments for the purchase of equipment.  The financial commitments were 
substantial.  

[33]            The shopping centre opened for business in December 1999.  As of February 2000, the liquor 
store, the brew pub, Benetton, and the food market, were not up and running.  Hoarding had been erected 
at the intended future location of some of these businesses, and others.  Signs identifying some 
businesses by name, with the words “Coming Soon”, appearing on the hoarding.   

[34]            Mr. Papa also said that he had numerous discussions with Mr. Flanigan between the date he 
signed the Offer to Lease and the date that the Lease document was signed.  These included telephone 
conversations, meetings at Mr. Flanigan’s off-site office, and meetings at the shopping centre.  He had 
asked how the leasing was going, with particular reference to Benetton.  Mr. Flanigan told him that 
Benetton will be there, and that their investment was in the order of $5 million.  He said that Benetton 
would bring artisans from Italy to do the finishing work on its premises.  

[35]            On February 15, 2000, Punto e Pasta obtained a loan commitment from his bank.  Mr. Papa 
guaranteed the repayment of the loan.  The bank took security over the equipment to be located in the 
restaurant.   

[36]            Mr. Papa provided his financial information to Henderson.  Henderson advised Mr. Papa that it 
required that he execute a guarantee of Punto e Pasta’s lease obligations.  The date of this request is not 
in evidence.  However, Mr. Papa, together with his son, the designer he had retained, and his equipment 
supplier, met with Mr. Flanigan and other Henderson personnel on or about February 21, 2000.  This, it 
appears, was the only meeting between Mr. Papa and Henderson’s representatives concerning the 
guarantee.  The time line suggests that the request for a personal guarantee was made after Punto e Pasta 
gave the bank a security interest in its equipment.  Mr. Papa testified that he had, before the February 2000 
meeting, refused to provide a guarantee as it was not part of the Offer to Lease.  However, Henderson 
insisted on a guarantee. 

[37]            Mr. Papa testified that he called the February meeting to discuss the guarantee, and to make sure 
that Benetton and the food market were going ahead.  The precise date of the February 2000 meeting was 
not recalled, but Mr. Papa said that it was earlier in the week that the Lease was signed.  The Lease was 
signed on Friday, February 25, 2000.  

[38]            Another subject for discussion at the meeting was the construction of the Punto e Pasta 
restaurant.   

[39]            Those in attendance at the meeting included: Mr. Papa’s son, Adriano; Mr. Dake, his equipment 
supplier; Mr. Davis, his designer; Peter Wong, Henderson’s construction manager; and Gary Wong, 
Henderson’s comptroller.   

[40]            Mr. Flanigan had no recollection of the meeting.  Allen Lai recalled that he dropped in for a short 
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time, and that Mr. Flanigan was present.  

[41]            At the February 2000 meeting, Mr. Papa was concerned about the extent of occupancy of the 
shopping centre, which was now open for business.  Mr. Flanigan told him that some of the tenants had 
been delayed by City Hall.  

[42]            Mr. Papa had previously seen the January 25, 2000 leasing report.  He did not recall whether he 
had been shown this by Mr. Flanigan or by another tenant.  Mr. Flanigan acknowledged that he had shown 
leasing reports to tenants, but could not recall whether he had shown the January 25, 2000 report to Mr. 
Papa.  This document refers, under the heading “Executed Leases”, to Benetton Sports Systems.  
Likewise, it refers to City Lite Brew Pub.  The liquor store is shown as a pending lease, as are several 
tenants which appear to be associated with the food market.  

[43]            Mr. Papa’s position at the meeting, as it related to the guarantee, was that if he was to be required 
to give a personal guarantee, he should be assured that the expected tenants were going to be there, and 
that the food market would go ahead.  He testified that he received confirmation from Mr. Flanigan that 
Benetton, City Lite Brew Pub, the liquor store, the food market, and other tenants named in the January 
2000 leasing report would occupy the shopping centre.  

[44]            When pressed by Mr. Papa for a firm assurance, Mr. Flanigan told Mr. Papa that he should 
concern himself with getting his store built and open, and that he, Mr. Flanigan, would look after the 
tenanting of the centre.   

[45]            Mr. Papa’s earlier understanding, based on discussions with Mr. Flanigan, was that approximately 
70% of the units of the centre had been leased.  When he saw the January 25, 2000 leasing report, he 
realized that the 70% figure referred to the floor area, not the number of units committed to lease. 

[46]            Punto e Pasta signed the Lease, and Mr. Papa signed the guarantee, on February 25, 2000.  

[47]            Neither Benetton, City Lite Brew Pub, the liquor store, nor the food market ever materialized.   

[48]            Punto e Pasta attracted very few customers.  Mr. Papa and other former tenants testified of the low 
volume of traffic in the shopping centre.  On November 18, 2001, Punto e Pasta vacated its premises. 

C.        The Representations, and the Status of Tenanting in Fact  

[49]            Mr. Papa was concerned, at the outset of discussions with Mr. Flanigan, that the success of the 
shopping centre may be affected by its location in the downtown eastside.  Information on the identity of 
committed tenants was important to him in deciding whether to proceed with the rental of CRU space.   

[50]            Mr. Papa was impressed by Mr. Flanigan’s assertion that the major tenant for the fashion 
boulevard on the second floor would be Benetton.  Benetton, an Italian corporation, was familiar to Mr. 
Papa, as it would likely be to people who are not of Italian descent, as a designer, manufacturer, and 
purveyor of fashionable clothing and accessories.  Mr. Flanigan recognized that Mr. Papa was impressed 
when told that Benetton would be a tenant.  

[51]            Mr. Flanigan also told Mr. Papa about the plans for the food market.  This was an attraction for him, 
as the necessary supplies for his restaurant would be close at hand.  Mr. Flanigan was aware of Mr. Papa’s 
particular interest in the presence of the food market.  

[52]            Mr. Papa enquired of the identity of his immediate neighbours in the area that Mr. Flanigan 
proposed for the Punta E Pasta restaurant.  Mr. Flanigan told him that his neighbours would include a large 
brew pub.  This business would be engaged in the on-site production of beer, and the sale, primarily for on-
site consumption, of beer, other alcoholic beverages, and food.  Mr. Papa was also told that there would be 
a large, “high-end” government liquor store.  

[53]            There is no controversy over the general content of what Mr. Papa was told by Mr. Flanigan.  
Although Mr. Flanigan’s recollection lacked the detail advanced by Mr. Papa, the content of what Mr. Papa 
said he was told about Benetton and the food market was consistent with Mr. Flanigan’s standard 
presentation to persons inquiring about the shopping centre as a location for their businesses.   
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[54]            As of September 22, 1999, the date of the Offer to Lease, the brew pub site was the subject of an 
executed lease between Henderson and City Lite Brew Pub.  Henderson was working with the tenant, in 
order to develop the leasehold premises for the intended purpose.  As for the liquor store, there was no 
executed lease as yet.  However, Henderson was well along in meeting the Liquor Distribution Branch’s 
requirements for its approval of the store site set aside in the shopping centre.  The brew pub and the 
liquor store uses called for structural features to meet load-bearing requirements.  These were in progress. 

[55]            Henderson did not, as of the date of the Offer to Lease, or thereafter, have a lease with an entity 
called Benetton.  On June 8, 1999, Henderson had entered a lease agreement with a numbered company 
for an area comprising 15,232 square feet, located on the second floor fashion boulevard.  This company 
was, in turn, a subsidiary of Ben Companies U.S.A. Inc.  The president of “Ben Companies” was Mr. Marco 
Revah.   

[56]            Mr. Flanigan had met Mr. Revah at a trade show in the U.S.  Mr. Revah operated a store in the 
U.S., called Benetton Sport Systems.  This outlet carried name-brand clothing and sports merchandise.  It 
was different than the stores operating under the name United Colors of Benetton.  Benetton Sports 
Systems carried the Benetton lines, and other fashionable name-brand clothing.  Mr. Revah’s concept was 
“fashion entertainment”.  Mr. Revah was said to hold a licence for Benetton Sport Systems, through which 
he could also sell products associated with the name United Colors of Benetton.  

[57]            Mr. Flanigan attended the opening of a Benetton Sport Systems store in Denver, Colorado.  It was 
impressive.  Mr. Flanigan and other senior Henderson representatives felt it would be a good fit for the 
shopping centre.  They pursued a business relationship with Mr. Revah.  Their objective was to have a 
Benetton store that would be “differentiated” from the existing United Colors of Benetton model then 
located at another shopping centre in Vancouver.  The proposed store, which Henderson representatives 
generally referred to as Benetton, would be the anchor for the fashion boulevard.  

[58]            There is, in evidence, a form of lease between Henderson and Mr. Revah’s company, dated June 
8, 1999.  Under the heading “Basic Terms”, the tenant is described as 3609987 Canada Inc.  The operating 
name for the tenant is set out as follows: 

Accessories of Benetton Sport System Tricaffe, or Ben’s e Tricaffe, whichever the tenant 
may determine.   

[59]            The line stroke through the words “Accessories of Benetton Sport System Tricaffe” is initialled by 
the signatories to the lease.  

[60]            On direct examination, Mr. Flanigan explained that the operating name, as rendered above, 
reflects Mr. Revah’s insistence on flexibility.  Mr. Revah wanted to be free to bring in products outside of his 
lines with Benetton.  It is, said Mr. Flanigan, the same business tenant.  He explained that the reference to 
“Benetton Sport Systems in the January 25, 2000 leasing summary reflects the fact that the name had not 
yet been settled.  The name did, however, represent Henderson’s preference, presumably because of the 
customer appeal associated with the brand.   

[61]            It was put to Mr. Flanigan on cross-examination that, as at June 8, 1999, Henderson knew there 
was no store coming called Benetton.  He disagreed, and said that, at this time, Henderson “did not know 
that there would not be a Benetton”.  Further, they knew that Benetton clothing and other products would 
be present.   

[62]            As of May 2000, the monthly leasing summaries continued to refer to Benetton Sport Systems.  In 
June 2000, this was changed to “Extreme Sport Systems”.  

[63]            Mr. Peter Wong, the construction manager for the shopping centre project, testified under 
subpoena.  He said that it was known half-way through the construction phase that it would be the 
“Extreme Sports” concept that would be present to anchor the fashion boulevard.  He testified that the 
president, Allen Lai, was upset when it transpired that the name Benetton would not be used.  

[64]            Mr. Wong was a member of the leasing committee.  

[65]            Mr. Wong’s evidence of the timing of the name change is corroborated by the description of the 
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operating name of the tenant in the June 8, 1999 lease document.  His evidence was not controverted by 
Mr. Lai or Mr. Flanigan.  Although the lease summaries did not change the reference from Benetton to 
“Extreme Sports”, until June 2000, I conclude that it was known to Henderson as early as July 1999 that 
the anchor tenant would not be operating as a Benetton store.  It is also apparent that Henderson never 
had a business relationship with “Benetton” per se. 

[66]            Henderson did not, despite its efforts between early 1998 and the end of January 2000, secure any 
tenants for the food market.  The January 25, 2000 leasing summary lists, under the heading “Pending 
Leases” three tenants which appear to be oriented toward the food market.  None of these had committed 
to occupy the food market.  

[67]            One of the prospects, Kim’s Market, expressed interest, but wanted to be the last tenant in.  This 
prospect wanted to see how the market took shape before committing.  

[68]            Mr. Flanigan testified that, to his knowledge, Mr. Lai had met many times with another potential 
tenant, Kam Tong Seafood.  These discussions led to a conference with Peter Wong regarding 
construction.  When this business received the cost figures, the proprietor was apprehensive about going 
forward.  Although a sign saying that Kam Tong Seafood was “coming soon” was placed in the food market 
area, there was neither a signed lease nor an offer to lease.  When asked whether the sign went up without 
a formal offer or lease, Mr. Flanigan said it (the sign) went up in the sincere belief that it would be done.  
He could not recall when Kam Tong Seafood dropped out as a prospective tenant.  

[69]            Mr. Lai testified that after Henderson obtained the zoning for the shopping centre in December 
1996, he worked closely with Mr. Flanigan to secure tenants for the food market.  They had approached a 
few key merchants, in particular Kam Tong Seafood and Dollar Meat Store.  Kam Tong Seafood was a 
very influential business in the Chinatown area. 

[70]            He testified that Henderson had met all of the conditions presented by both prospective tenants, 
but they ultimately decided not to come.  Henderson had, prior to that, considered establishing its own 
market for grocery products and produce, but only if commitments were forthcoming from Dollar Meat Store 
and Kam Tong Seafood.  

[71]            Mr. Lai testified on direct examination that, at a certain point, all possibilities for tenanting the food 
market had been exhausted.  When Henderson received a definite “no” from Kam Tong Seafood, the 
decision was taken to seek other kinds of tenants to fill the space.  He said that the decision was made in 
2000, after the mall opened.  It was his evidence that the decision not to proceed with the food market was 
made two weeks before the existing tenants were told of this in September 2000. 

[72]            Asked about the process for making a decision of this sort, Mr. Lai testified that the matter had 
been discussed with the leasing committee.  He would take the lead in such discussions, and the decision 
would normally be made collectively.  The committee considered the impact on the tenants already in the 
shopping centre.  They felt it was better for existing tenants to not leave the food market space vacant.   

[73]            Mr. Lai testified that the members of the leasing committee were Gary Wong, Mr. Flanigan, Peter 
Wong, and himself.   

[74]            Mr. Flanigan was asked on cross-examination about his participation in the decision to cancel the 
food market.  He said that the decision had been made in Hong Kong by the principals of Henderson.  He 
did, however, participate in a discussion of the future of the food market.   

[75]            Asked on cross-examination whether there had been any change in circumstances between 
February and September 2000 that would affect the viability of the food market, Mr. Flanigan said “not to 
my recollection”.  It was put to Mr. Flanigan on cross-examination that Henderson had concluded in 1999 
that the food market would not work.  He agreed that a decision to that effect had been made, but that he 
could not say when.  He disagreed that Henderson had put the food market on the back burner in 1999.  
He said that internal documents had been drafted to set up food vending under Henderson’s auspices in 
the market, and sell off the leases over time.  Mr. Lai also mentioned that Henderson considered opening a 
produce and grocery business in the food market, but only if Kam Tong Seafood committed.  

[76]            It was Peter Wong’s evidence that Allen Lai had, when they had no tenants for the food market 
half-way through construction, asked him to speak with Mr. Yue Tong.  Mr. Wong said that Mr. Tong is the 
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largest meat and seafood distributor in Chinatown.  Mr. Tong expressed a concern over the ability to 
generate enough sales to make it work.  Mr. Wong testified that he knew that the food market would not 
work when the project was half-way through construction, in 1999.  He attributed the same knowledge to 
Mr. Lai.  

[77]            On cross-examination, Peter Wong’s assertion that he had discussed the viability of the food 
market with him in 1999 was put to Mr. Lai.  He denied that any such discussion had ever taken place. 

[78]            I accept Peter Wong’s evidence that he did discuss the future of the food market with Mr. Lai in 
1999.  They were both members of the leasing committee.  This committee would obviously have 
discussed the fact that, despite efforts to tenant the food market that commenced in 1997, they did not, 
half-way through construction, have any committed tenants.   

[79]            The thrust of Mr. Lai’s evidence in response to Peter Wong’s evidence about Benetton and the 
food market was that Peter Wong was responsible for construction, not tenanting.  The intended inference 
was that Peter Wong would not be up to date on developments with respect to leasing.  Yet, by Mr. Lai’s 
account, Peter Wong was a member of the leasing committee that met monthly to review Mr. Flanigan’s 
summaries.  It is also apparent the Mr. Wong became involved at the stage at which space had to be 
tailored to the particular tenant’s needs.  He would, therefore, have current knowledge on which space had 
been leased.  I note, also, Mr. Wong’s evidence that he had spoken with Mr. Tong, at Mr. Lai’s request, 
and that Mr. Tong was not receptive to taking space at the shopping centre.  

[80]            I accept Peter Wong’s evidence where it conflicts with that of Mr. Flanigan and Mr. Lai.   

[81]            I do accept Mr. Flanigan’s evidence that Henderson had a basis for their belief that a government 
liquor store would be a tenant at the shopping centre.  He described the process for approval, and 
measures taken to accommodate the Liquor Distribution Branch’s requirements.  The LDB’s decision not to 
proceed had to do with the Vancouver eastside location, and I accept that the decision was announced 
after Punto e Pasta had entered the Lease, and came as a surprise to Henderson.  

[82]            After the execution of the lease to City Lite Brew Pub, this tenant was not performing its obligations 
under the lease.  Henderson terminated the lease in December 1999, but discussions continued between 
the principals of the tenant and Mr. Flanigan.  I accept that it was Mr. Flanigan’s belief that the difficulties 
could be overcome, but ultimately they were not.  Discussions were ongoing when Punto e Pasta signed its 
Lease on February 25, 2000.  

D.        The “Coming Soon” Signs 

[83]            When the shopping centre opened for business in December 1999, many of the committed tenants 
had not yet opened for business.  Signs on hoarding placed where committed tenants would be located 
announced, by name, the identity of such tenants, along with the words “coming soon”.   

[84]            “Coming Soon” signs that identified prospective tenants that were not bound by leases were 
included among those identified on the signs.  These included the City Lite Brew Pub, the liquor store, Kam 
Tong Seafood, and the Dollar Meat Store.  There were also signs that related to Benetton.  Whether all of 
these signs were present when Mr. Papa met with Mr. Flanigan on February 21, 2000 to discuss, among 
other things, the guarantee that Henderson had demanded, is not clear.  The evidence of Peter Wong, 
considered together with the date on which the lease was signed with Mr. Revah’s company, suggests that 
the Benetton sign was in place.  

[85]            What is clear is that some “coming soon” signs were displayed at a time when there was no sound 
basis for a belief that the identified entities would ever become tenants of the shopping centre.  

E.         Similar Fact Evidence 

[86]            The plaintiff was permitted to introduce similar fact evidence.  This came from two other former 
tenants of the shopping centre.  Both testified of various representations made by Mr. Flanigan, and of 
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actions of Henderson that they believe affected the viability of their businesses, and that Mr. Papa claims 
amounted to breaches of his agreement with Henderson.  

[87]            The breaches, generally described, are a failure to operate the shopping centre in a way that 
assured a reasonable level of traffic through the centre.  These included periodic interruptions of electrical 
power, doors locked during open hours, and areas being cordoned off with yellow tape.   

[88]            The defendant says that, on close examination, it is evident that the evidence of Mr. Papa and the 
other two tenants can be seen to have been contaminated by discussions among them of their complaints 
about the defendant.  

[89]            It is of no consequence if, to some extent, the conformity of the recollections of these three people 
was further developed over time.  This is because there is no real controversy around the question whether 
Mr. Flanigan represented that Benetton would be the major tenant of the fashion boulevard, and that the 
shopping centre would feature, as another key element, a food market.  Likewise, there is no real conflict 
over Mr. Papa’s evidence that it was also represented to him that the City Lite Brew Pub was expected to 
proceed.   

[90]            Mr. Flanigan acknowledged that his references to Benetton and the food market were part of his 
standard presentation.  That he would do so is, of course, obvious, as “Benetton” was to anchor the fashion 
boulevard, and the food market was considered by Henderson to be the major traffic generator for the main 
floor.  Mr. Papa’s evidence that he sought and received assurances with respect to Benetton and the food 
market at the February 2000 meeting were to some extent corroborated by the evidence of others.  The 
others did not include the two former tenants who gave similar fact evidence.  

F.         Summary 

[91]            The International Village shopping centre was to have three major elements: 

1.         movie theatres; 

2.         a fashion floor, anchored by Benetton; and 

3.         a food market, of the sort called a “food market”.  

[92]            Between the time of Mr. Papa’s first contact with Mr. Flanigan, and September 22, 1999 when 
Punto e Pasta made an Offer to Lease, Henderson’s leasing manager, Mr. Flanigan, represented to Mr. 
Papa that “Benetton” would be a major tenant of the second floor, and that the food market would be 
established on the ground floor.  The subject matter of these representations was, to Mr. Flanigan’s 
knowledge, important to Mr. Papa in his assessment of the advisability of establishing a business at the 
shopping centre.  

[93]            Representations concerning Benetton and the food market were repeated by Mr. Flanigan at the 
meeting held to discuss, among other things, Henderson’s demand for a personal guarantee, in February 
2000.  

[94]            Mr. Flanigan knew, when these representations were made, that Henderson had no business 
relationship with the Italian firm, “Benetton”, and that the business entity with which it had entered a lease 
would not operate as a Benetton store.  

[95]            Mr. Flanigan also knew that Henderson had no committed tenants for the food market, despite 
heroic efforts on his part, and on the part of Messrs. Lai and Wong, to secure appropriate tenants.  

III.        APPLICATION OF THE LAW 

A.        Negligent Misrepresentation 
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1)         Elements of Tort 

[96]            The onus is on the plaintiff to prove, on a balance of probabilities, each of the following elements of 
negligent misrepresentation, as set out in Queen v. Cognos Inc., [1993] 1 S.C.R. 87 at para. 33: 

… 

(1)        there must be a duty of care based on a "special relationship" between the 
representor and the representee;  

(2)        the representation in question must be untrue, inaccurate, or misleading;  

(3)        the representor must have acted negligently in making said misrepresentation;  

(4)        the representee must have relied, in a reasonable manner, on said negligent 
misrepresentation; and 

(5)        the reliance must have been detrimental to the representee in the sense that 
damages resulted.  

[97]            In Queen v. Cognos, the plaintiff had entered an employment agreement with the defendant.  He 
left a well-paid and secure managerial position with his previous employer to take up the position with the 
defendant.  The defendant knew that the particular project on which the plaintiff was to be assigned was 
subject to budgetary approval and that, at the time he was hired, there was no guaranteed funding for the 
project.  The plaintiff was not told this.  He commenced employment in April 1983, and his employment was 
terminated in October 1984 due to a reduction in the defendant’s research and development funding 
allocation.  The defendant was found liable for negligent misrepresentation.  In arriving at its conclusion, 
the court considered, among other things, the test for reliance, the applicable standard of care, and related 
obligations of due diligence and disclosure.  

2)         Reliance 

[98]            As for reliance, Iacobucci J. said, at para. 46: 

… It was foreseeable that the appellant would be relying on the information given during the 
hiring interview in order to make his career decision.  It was reasonable for the appellant to 
rely on said representations. … 

3)         Standard of Care 

[99]            At para. 55, he said: 

The applicable standard of care should be the one used in every negligence case, namely 
the universally accepted, albeit hypothetical, "reasonable person".  The standard of care 
required by a person making representations is an objective one.  It is a duty to exercise 
such reasonable care as the circumstances require to ensure that representations made are 
accurate and not misleading: see Hedley Byrne, supra, at p. 486, per Lord Reid; Hodgins v. 
Hydro-Electric Commis 
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